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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present a proof of the existence of cnoidal water waves, taking 
into account the effect of surface tension. Previous proofs have either neglected 
surface tension or assumed that the water was very shallow. The waves con- 
sidered are periodic, progressive, two-dimensional flows in a channel with 
horizontal bottom. They are called cnoidal because their first approximation 
involves the Jacobian elliptic function cn. These waves are of particular interest 
because they do not arise in a linear model. We also show that, if surface tension 
is neglected, the cnoidal waves tend to solitary waves, i.e., waves with a single 
crest, as the period tends to infinity. It is not known whether solitary waves 
exist under the influence of surface tension. The method used here is similar 
to that of [2], where a simplified proof was given for the existence of solitary 
waves without surface tension. 
It will be assumed that the fluid is incompressible and inviscid, and that the 
fluid motion is determined by gravity, surface tension, and pressure forces. 
We choose coordinates so that the flow is steady. The flows of interest are then 
symmetric with respect to a vertical line; we take this line as the y,-axis and the 
bottom as the xi-axis in the plane of the flow. The free surface is described 
by a curve yi = Yi(xi), and since the flow will be irrotational, the velocity field 
is the gradient of a harmonic potential +r in the region 0 < yi < E7i(s,). If #i 
is the harmonic conjugate of q%i , i.e., the stream function, then x1 == +i + z& 
is an analytic function of z1 = xi + iyi . On the free surface one boundary 
condition is a form of Bernoulli’s law: 
I&” 
5 dz, I I +gYI- T g [l + (2,,/-“’ = constant, (1.1) 
where g is the acceleration of gravity, T is the coefficient of surface tension, 
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and the density is assumed to be 1. The fact that the velocity is tangent to the 
streamlines imposes two additional boundary conditions: 
ah a+, 3 --=-- 
aY1 ax, axI on y1 = Yl(xl), 
394 o -  zzz 
aYl 
on yr = 0. 
In addition Yi and V+, are to be periodic functins of xi, say with period 2L, ; 
Yi and I/~ will be even, and $i odd, with respect to x1 , Finally we assume that 
the mean depth is a fixed number h, so that 
(1.4) 
For a reason to be explained, we assume that h > .5 cm. 
Our result is that exact solutions of the above problem exist for various values 
of two parameters, K and a; for each K sufficiently large, there is a set of positive 
values of a with 0 as a limit point for which solutions exist satisfying 
Yl(Xl) = f a%(1 - 3&) Pcna (7 ; k) + Y, + +a), (1.5) 
L, = hK/a + o(u), (1.6) 
as a - 0. Here & = T/g/?, 0 < k < 1, K = K(A) is the complete elliptic 
integral of the first kind, and Y0 is determined by condition (1.4). The precise 
result is stated in Section 2 as Theorem 1. 
If surface tension is neglected, the last term in (1.1) does not appear. In that 
case we obtain solutions for all (K, u) with K 3 Kl, 0 < a < a, , where Kl , 
a, are certain constants. These solutions satisfy (1.5), (1.6) with &, = 0. Under 
a certain transformation they are CNwith respect to a for any N; thus in principle 
an expansion about a = 0 can be calculated to any desired degree of accuracy. 
Moreover, for fixed a, the solution converges as K --, cc to a solitary wave with 
the profile 
4 Yl(xl) = h + j u2h sech” -fp + o(d). 
These results are formulated in Theorem 2. 
The general method of proof is to estimate solutions of a linearized form of 
the problem and then perform an iteration to obtain exact solutions. Because 
of the stretching of the horizontal variable which is apparent in (1.5), it is not 
possible to obtain sharp estimates on the linear problem which are bounded as 
a --t 0. For this reason we use an iteration of the type introduced by Nash and 
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further developed by Moser [9], in which an approximation by Newton’s 
method is alternated with a smoothing operator. 
While it seems that surface tension should have little effect on the nature 
of these waves, the linearized problem mentioned above fails to be solvable 
for certain values of the parameters if /3,, < +, in contrast to the case where surface 
tension is neglected. The condition /?a < Q corresponds to h > .5 cm., approxi- 
mately. It is for this reason that exclusions are made in Theorem 1. The fact that 
cnoidal waves with surface tension exist for arbitrarily large K leads us to expect 
that solitary waves also exist in that case, but this does not follow from the 
arguments given here. 
The approximate description (1.5) of cnoidal waves was given by Korteweg 
and De Vries [6], extending earlier treatments of solitary waves. Keller [5] 
provided a more systematic derivation based on the shallow water theory. The 
first proof of the existence of cnoidal and solitary waves, neglecting surface 
tension, was given by Lavrent’ev [7]. The solitary waves were obtained as limits 
of cnoidal waves, but it is difficult to compare his convergence result with the 
one given here. More direct proofs were found by Friedrichs and Hyers [3] for 
solitary waves and Littman [8] for cnoidal waves. Ter-Krikorov [12] improved 
Littman’s method to obtain solutions for all K sufficiently large and a in a fixed 
interval. Zeidler [14] gave a proof of the existence of cnoidal waves under the 
influence of surface tension assuming that h < .5 cm. An extensive survey 
of the existence theory for this class of problems, as well as a more complete 
bibliography, may be found in [15]. A general account of the theory of surface 
waves is given in [ 131. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
We begin by nondimensionalizing the problem as in [12]. The conditions 
(1.2), (1.3) imply that # is constant on the top and bottom; we assume that 
4 = 0 on yi = 0 and Z/ = Q on yi = Yi(q). Since the vertical velocity 
component is zero on xi = L, , +(L, , yi) is a constant, which we denote by CL, . 
Then c can be interpreted as the average velocity on any submerged horizontal 
line. We introduce new variables 
and set 
z,, = x0 + iyo = c.+/Q, x = 4 + i# = x118 
Y = cYJQ, L = cL,lQ. 
The condition (1.1) now can be written as 
4 1 DzOx 1’ + VY - ToYzO&l + Y&)-“’ = constant, (2-l) 
where 
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v = gQlc”> To = TjQc. 
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In addition we have 
t) = 0 on y0 = 0, y% = 1 on y0 = Y(q)), 
b, = &L on x0 = fL. 
We will now transform the problem in a way introduced by Levi-Civita. 
We set 
D z,~ = C3 exp(--i(B’ + ih’)} 
and attempt to find 8’ + ix’ as an analytic function of x in the strip (x : 0 < 
$ < l> satisfying appropriate conditions so that a solution of the original 
problem can be constructed. This transformation is discussed in detail in 
the case of no surface tension in [ll], Sets. 10.9 and 12.2a. 
To convert the last term of (2.1) to the new variables, we note that 
Y”, = +,,/$z, = tan 8’, and therefore 
YZ,i?“U + Yyz = aJYzo(l + y:y~ 
= D&tan 8’/sec 0’) = DE0 sin 0’ 
= (% sin 0’) Dz,~(~o , WON 
= (cos @I Rx+, + A,,KJ 
= v1j3 cos O’{cos 8’ + sin 0’ tan O’} e^‘ll,$ 
_ v1/3eA’4 . 
Differentiating (2.1) with respect to 4 and using this fact, we obtain as in [l I] 
the condition 
0; - e-3A’ sin 0’ + /3e+‘(H& - 0;0$) = 0 on #=l, (2.2) 
where 
fi = TlgWQW. (2.3) 
Also 
8’ = 0 on II, = 0, (2.4) 
and 0’ f i/\’ is periodic in 4 with period 2L. Since we are interested in symmetric 
flows, 8’ is odd and X’ even in 4. 
Soj/31/2-6 
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Three additional 
x = L, we have 
conditions are satisfied by 0’ + ix’. Since x0 = L when 
The restriction that the mean depth be h implies that 
hcL/Q = LL g”“’ 1 u’y, dx, 
and thus 
hcL/Q = r213 joL f,’ e-2h’ d$ d$. (2.6) 
If we are given a 8’ + ih’ satisfying (2.2), (2.4), and the periodicity and parity 
conditions, v is then determined by (2.5) and hence Q and c by (2.6). On the 
other hand, Q is determined by t9 according to (2.3). Thus fi cannot be arbitrary 
in (2.2) but must satisfy a certain relation, which is found to be 
where 
p = flo 11 L 1’ e-2A’ d+ d+/LL e-A’ d+12 
0 0 
(2.7) 
/3, = T/gh2. (2.8) 
Finally, if 0’ + ih’ is determined satisfying the prescribed conditions, including 
(2.7), and is sufficiently small, then a solution of the original problem can be 
constructed by finding so as a function of x using the formula 
z,(x) = v-1’3 
s 
’ exp{iY(l;) - x’(c)} d{. (2.9) 
0 
One checks that this function is one-to-one and the inverse x(zo) satisfies the 
required conditions; see [ll], Sec. 12.2a. 
In order to obtain a family of solutions with limiting form as the amplitude 
tends to zero, it will be necessary to stretch the horizontal variable as was done 
in [3]. Thus our independent variables will be 
x = UC+, Y = $9 
where a is a small positive number. For convenience we also rescale the depen- 
dent variables, 
tl = a-V, h = a-2h’. 
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The problem can now be stated as follows: Functions 0 and X are to be found on 
such that 
01/ - ec3%!3(B, E) f jge-eA(e9,.,z - E2e,e,> = 0 on y=l, (2.10) 
8, = -A,, A, = ce, on W (2.11) 
e=o on y = 0, (2.12) 
0 is odd and A even in x, (2.13) 
0 and A have period 2K in x. (2.14) 
In addition (2.7) must be satisfied. Here E = ~9, K = aL, and S(B, E) = 
tr3 sin de. 
With each K >, 7r/2 we associate the number k, 0 < k < I, such that 
K = K(K) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, 
K(k) = s”” (1 - A2 sin ,)-lj2 dol. 
0 
We denote by K’ the number such that K2 + Rf2 = 1. The solutions 0 and h 
obtained will tend as E + 0 to the values 
where 
A* = (1 - 3/Io)T, e* = -(I - 3fl,)T Ds7, (2.15) 
T(X; K) = ; {2k2 - 1 - 3&,+‘(x; A)}, (2.16) 
en being the cnoidal function. 
We next describe the set of (K, E) for which a solution is obtained. Let .Z 
be a closed subset of {(K, E): K 3 Kl , 0 < E < I} containing [Kl , co) x (01, 
where Kl > K(2-lj2). W e assume 0 < /IO < Q; this holds if h > .5 cm. Then 
the equation 
p coth P = 1 + ,BoP2 
has a unique positive solution p. (see [14, Lemma 31). We require that for all 
(K, E) E Z with E > 0, 
POK ---nnp >c,>o 
a 
(2.17) 
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for each integer n > 0 and some c, < 77/2, and also 
a < Ck’ (2.18) 
for some C. As before a2 = E. Note that Z can be chosen so that for every 
K >, Kr , there is a (K, .z) E Z with E arbitrarily small. Given er > 0, we set 
Zr = {(K, 6) E Z : 0 < E < Q}. We now state the main result. 
THEOREM 1. Assume 0 < /3,, < 3. Given an even integer m and a set Z with 
the properties specified above, there is an c1 suficiently small so that functions 8, 
X on B x ZI exist with the following properties: 
(i) For each (K, E) E ZI , D2D”,zS(.; K, E) is continuous on Bfor 0~~ + a2 < 
m + 2, and the same for A. 
(ii) For each (K, E) E ZI, e(.; K, E) and h(.; K, e) satisfy (2.10)-(2.14) 
and (2.7). 
(iii) As E -+ 0 we have 
EDFe(x, y; K, E) = DzD”,“b*(x, y; K) + o(l) 
and the same for X, h*, with the error unsform in (x, y; K) for K in a bounded 
interval. Here CQ + 0~~ < m + 2, and 8* and h* are given by (2.15), (2.16). 
If surface tension is neglected, this result can be improved, as described 
earlier. 
THEOREM 2. Let ZI = [KI , a) x [0, Ed), with KI as before. Given integers 
m and N with m even, there is an or su.ciently small so that functions 0, h on9 x .Zr 
exist with the following properties: 
(i) D,iD2D”,zB is continuous on B? x ZI for 01~ + 0~~ < m + 2, j < N, 
and the same for A. 
(ii) For each (K, 6) E &, f?(.; K, ) E and A(-; K, c) satisfy (2.10)-(2.14) 
with /3 = 0. 
(iii) For E = 0, 0 and h are given by (2.19, (2.16) with &, = 0. 
(iv) As K + 00, 
D,iD”;DFt?(x, y; K, G) + D,iD*,lD”,eB(x, y; CQ l ) for a certain function 
0(-; 00, E), uniformly in (x, y; E) for x in a bounded interval, provided 01~ + 01~ < 
m+l,j<N-1. ThesameistrueforA. 
(v) The limit functions e(.; co, c), X(*; 00, 6) satisfy (2.10)-(2.13) with 
/3 = 0, and e + 0, X -+ 419 exponentially as j x 1 + co. 
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(vi) At E = 0, 19 and X are given by (2.15) with /I,, = 0 and 
7(x; 00) = i (1 - 3 sech” x). 
Theorem 1 is proved in Section 6 and Theorem 2 in Section 7. The problem 
is set in appropriate function spaces in Section 3 with p treated as a free parameter 
to be chosen at the end. Section 4 is concerned with the solution of an associated 
linear problem. This problem is not solvable for all values of the parameters, 
and the restrictions (2.17) and (2.18) are needed to obtain uniform bounds on 
the solution. Finally in Section 6 an iteration of the Nash-Moser type is used 
to obtain solutions of the nonlinear problem. The value of p is then determined 
so that (2.7) holds. The proof of convergence as K - co relies on compactness 
and a uniqueness property for the linearized solitary wave problem derived in [2]. 
Approximate expressions for various quantities associated with the waves 
can be obtained from the limiting form at E = 0, with error estimates provided 
by the theorems. Using (2.5) and (2.6) we find that 
v = 1 - 3(1 - 3/3,,)(T)E + O(C) 
c2/gh = I + 3( 1 - 3&)(T)< + O(C) 







Since (7) + 1 as K -+ co, the flow is supercritical (i.e., c2 > gh) for large K. 
The errors are uniform for K in a bounded interval, and in the case of no 
surface tension they are O(E~) uniformly for all K. Q/h can be interpreted as 
the average horizontal velocity over the fluid domain. Both notions of average 
velocity were introduced by Stokes; see e.g. [13, Sec. 71. 
The approximate profile of the wave can be found using (2.9). Substituting 
for 8’ and h’ we have 
so that 
y&J = 1 - 41 - 3P&(ax,) - CT>) + o(+ 
Returning to the physical coordinates and using (2.20), we find 
Yl(xl) = h - A(1 - 3PJ{+qlh) - CT>> + O(E), 
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which is equivalent to (1.5). The error is uniform in x1 and K, for axI and K 
in bounded intervals. When no surface tension is present, it is O(Z), uniformly 
for all K and ax, in a bounded interval. Similar expressions can be obtained for 
the velocity field; see [8, Sec. 91. Equation (1.6) follows from (2.20). 
As K -+ co in the case of no surface tension, the parameters have limiting 
values 
v = exp(-4</3) 
Q = ch, 
c2/gh = exp(&/3); 
this can be seen from the nature of convergence of h described in Section 7. 
Using these values the solitary wave of Theorem 2(vi) can be transformed back 
to the physical plane. The profile can be found as above, leading to (1.7). 
Because we wish to allow K arbitrarily large, we shall use function spaces 
with the weight dn(x; K), as was done by Ter-Krikorov in [12]. Here dn is a 
Jacobian elliptic function, even and of period 2K(k); dn decreases on 0 < x < K 
from 1 to K’. As k --f 1 (and K -+ co), dn(x; k) + sech x, uniformly for x in 
bounded interval. The inequality 
s K dn x’ dx’ < 2 dn x, O<x<K, 5 (2.21) 
will be used repeatedly; see [12], Theorem 6.3, for proof. The properties of 
elliptic functions used here can be found in [l], Chapter 16 (but note the para- 
meter m there is K2 here). 
3. THE SET-UP 
We wish to find solutions of the problem (2.10)-(2.14) for various values of K, 
E, and /3. We suppose that p = (K, Z, #I) lies in a fixed closed subset Ii’ of 
no = [Kl , a> x P, 11 x (0, 4) such that /3 and 1 - 3p have positive lower 
bounds and Kl > K(2-9. Further restrictions on I7 will be imposed later. 
We will treat 0 as a single unknown with X defined as 
ho@, y) = E l’ UK, Y’) dy’ + jzK ‘-4(x’, Y> dx’ (3.1) 
plus a constant to be determined. With this definition, h, = --ey ; moreover, 
iy = ~0~ on x = K. If 0 satisfies •0~~ + eyy = 0 we then have (~0, - Qz = 0 
so that X, = ~0~ everywhere. 
We now introduce function spaces in which to pose the problem. Let m 
be a large even integer and j = 0, 1, or 2. We denote by YA,j the Banach 
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space of functions 0: 9 -+ R such that D>D>6 is bounded and continuous for 
01~ < j, 01~ + (us < m + j, with the additional requirement for j = 2 that 
6(x 0) = 0. We write Yk for Yk,a . Similarly XL will be the space of functions 
8: R - R with DzaO bounded and continuous; OL < m. Finally we let ZA = 
Yk x XL and define the map 
F = (Fl, F2) : Y;,2 x Yksl x no + z:, 
by the formula 
F1(4 A; P) = 4~ + ew 
F2(8, A; p) = /3{&,, - .c28,8,} + eEABy - e-2ZAS(8, E), 
(3.2) 
wherep = (K, E, fi) andy = 1 in the last equation. ClearlyFis C”. Our problem 
is to find, for p E 17 with E > 0, a 0 E YA,2, odd and of period 2K in x, for 
which F(B, A; p) ‘= 0; here h is defined as indicated above. 
When c = 0, F reduces to the linear map 
The null space consists of 0 E Y& of the form 0(x, y) = 6(x, 1)~. We introduce 
a projection P on this subspace defined by (PB)(x, y) = 0(x, 1)~. Moreover, 
if Q is the projection on Zk given by 
Qk, 4 = (0, h - 1 g(-, y)y dy), 
an integration by parts show that QF(B, p) = 0 when E = 0. This leads us to 
modify F by defining 
e-lQF(8, A; P) + (I- Q) F@, k P), 
ee, x; p) = 1~3~8, A; p) + (I - Q) F(f?, A; p), 
E > 0, 
E = 0. (3.3) 
P is again smooth, and for E > 0, the zeros of F coincide with those off;;. 
Next we wish to incorporate the dependence on parameters into the map. 
With m and j as before, let Yi,j (or Yz:) be the subspace of Yh,j consisting of 
functions which are odd (or even) and of period 2K with respect to x. Let 
Y,,Jl7) be the space of functions 8: 9 x 17 -+ R such that DzD>6 is continuous 
fora,+or2<m+j,o12<j;0(~;p)EY~,j;andthenorm 
II 0 Ilm.~ = SUP I EWYx, Y; P)W(X; 4 (3.4) 
is finite. If j = 2, we again require 0 = 0 for y = 0. Yk,Jn) is defined similarly, 
and X,(n), Xme(n) are the corresponding space of functions R x 17 -+ R. 
Because of (2.1), equation (3.1) now defines a bounded linear operator 
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B t+ ho from Y&n) to Y&(n). W e will choose the constant X - A0 in such a 
way that A = A0 + y, where A is a linear operator of the same type and y is 
smooth bounded function of p. We now introduce the map 
given by 
(H&Y P) = W(.; PI, W)(*; P) + Y(P), P>. (35) 
H is smooth, and its derivatives can be expressed in terms of those of P; e.g., 
P,W’)w)(~; P) = D,%.; P) + D,&W(.; P), (3.6) 
where D$ and D,$ are evaluated as in (3.5). 
We will solve the problem (2.10)-(2.14) forp E II, E > 0, by finding a solution 
of H(8) = 0. Our first step is to choose a B* for which H(B*)(.; p) = 0 when 
E = 0. Then H(B*) will be arbitrarily small provided SUP(E : P E Lr} is suffi- 
ciently small. It is easily seen that B* satisfies our requirements if and only if 
0*(p) E PYA,, and QF,(e*(p), X*(P); p) = 0 when E = 0, A* = AB* + y. NOW 
for 0 E PYL,p and E = 0, 
f2a4 k P) = (p - oh, + 3xe, (3.7) 
where y = 1 on the right. Furthermore, from (3.1) A* is independent of y, and 
At = -0: = -0” for y = 1. The choice of 0* is thus reduced to finding A* 
so that for E = 0, 
(l/3 - fl)h,*,, - 3h *A,* = 0. 
One solution of this equation is (1 - 3&(x; K), where 7 is given by (2.16). 
We define 
then 
0*(x, 3; P) = 4 - 38) 54~; K)Y; (3.8) 
A* = Ae* + y = (1 - 3j+ (3.9) 
for E = 0 provided we choose y appropriately. From formulas for the derivatives 
of the elliptic functions it is evident that 7 E Yi,r(n) and 0* E YmJfl). 
Finally we specify the choice of constants in A. We define A0 = X0 + LY, 
where 01 is given by 
a(P) = xl,(K 1; P)/97(K K) 
= -&..(K, 1; P)/4(2k2 - l), 
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so that 
pl),, - 9+h9) = 0 at (x, y) = (K, 1). (3.10) 
The reason for this choice will be made clear in the next section. The requirement 
K 3 Kr ensures that a: is bounded. Since 
we have 
and therefore 
as claimed before. 
We now define 
y(K, E, B) = (1 - 3j3) +C K) - (fle*)(K 1; K 0, P) 
to be consistent with the earlier requirement that (3.9) holds when e = 0. 
The operator /l is of the form 
vw) = 49 w9, (3.11) 
where /l(p): Yz,, -+ Y$f: is defined in the obvious way. 
4. THE LINEARIZED PROBLEM 
In order to obtain a solution of H(B) = 0, we must verify that D,H(B) has 
a right inverse for 0 near 8*. In view of (3.6), this amounts to showing that the 
operator z(& p): Y& + ZmK given by 
L(e; p): w tt D,pw + D&q p)W (4.1) 
has a right inverse for 0 E Yi,,, , p E II, such that 0 is near f?*(p). Here D,$ 
and D,,P are evaluated at (e, cl(p)0 + Y(P); p). The inverse we obtain will allow 
for a decrease in m. 
As a first step we show that 
Ace; p) = f&e; p): PY$ + QZ/ 
is invertible for E = 0 and 8 = 8*(p). Identifying PY&2 with Xi,, and QZn, 
with XmK, we can treat Ace; p) as an operator on functions of x alone. 
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LEMMA 1. A(B*(p); p): X$z + XmK has a bounded inverse for E = 0. 
Proof. Using (3.7), we have for E = 0, 
y*(p); p)w = (/3 - &)Wer + 3h*w + 3e*(Aw) GE g. 
Substituting -(Aw), for w and 0*, A* from (3.8), (3.9), we can rewrite this as 
V 33 -9rv=h+c, 
where v = Aw, c is a constant, and 
h(x) = (l/3 - fl)-’ j; g(x’) dx’. 
However, our definition of h has been made so that the left side is zero when 
x = K, and therefore c = 0. 
It was shown by Ter-Krikorov [12], Theorems 5.2, 6.1, and 6.2, that the 
equation 
vzz - 9rv = h 
has a unique solution v E X!$” for each h E Xi*” with the property that 
II v 112 < C II h I/o (4.2) 
where C is independent of K for k2 > + and the norms are those defined by 
(3.4). It follows easily by induction that 
II VII m+3 G Cm II h Ilm+l .
These facts imply that the equation Aw = g has a unique solution for given 
g E XmK, and 
II WII m+2 d II v IL+3 d C II h Ilm+l G c’ II g Ilm . I 
Since the constants above are independent of K and /I, and the derivatives 
of F are bounded for (~9, A) in a bounded set, this lemma has the following conse- 
sequence. 
COROLLARY 2. There exist 6 and pO so that if p ~l7, E < Ed, tl E YE,, , 
and I/ 0 - O*(p)\1 -C 6, then A(B; p) has a bounded inverse. 
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We next consider a linear problem whose solution can be used in conjunction 
with the above to construct an inverse for z. It is convenient to work with the 
operator L(6); p): w I---+ Few + F,fl( P) w rather than E. L and z are related by 
the equation 
Ew = 8QLw + (I - Q)Lw. 
For w E Yz,, , ~(8; p)w = (g, h), where 
EWXX + WYY = g 
B EW,, - p2e,w, - p2evw, + LAW, + ceEAOyAw 
-e-2EASow + 2ee-2%SAw = h, 
(4.3) 
the last on y = 1. Since s(0, 0) = 0 and s,(e, 0) = 1, it is reasonable to 
approximate the inverse of L by the solution of the following problem: 
B %EZ + wy - w = h, y=l 
WZZ + ww = g (4.4) 
w = 0, y = 0, x = 0, x = K. 
The top equation could of course be written as 
wy - w - ,6wllv = h - /3g. 
This suggests we make use of the family of eigenfunctions of y satisfying 
e,, + v2c = 0, O<Ydl 
8, - e - jv,, = 0, y=l (4.5) 
L = 0, y = 0. 
LEMMA 3. The system (4.5) has solutions 4 = G, , v = V, , n 3 0, where 
vu = 0 and nr < v, < (n + 1)~ for n 3 1. In addition there is a solution 
e-t, v = ip, where TV is the unique positive solution of 
p coth /.z = 1 + &?. 
The vectors (6’- , e(l)), (fn , CJl)), n 3 0, form a basis of L,(O, 1) x R and are 
orthogonal with respect to the inner product 
((f, 41, k, r)) = 101fg 4 - t%r. 
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The proofs of this and subsequent lemmas are given in Section 5. For f E 
P(0, 1) we will write f * for (f, f (1)) ~~~(0, 1) x R. Assume for the moment 
that we have a solution w of (4.4); let 
%(X) = <W(% .)-, Kl->. 
An integration by parts shows that w, satisfies 
where 
+LX, - v,*w, = g, 
WJO) = wn(K) = 0, 
Similarly for w- = (w”, L-) we have 
EW-$, -t p2w- = g- 
w-(O) = w-(K) = 0 
with 
g- = ((g, B-lh), 6-h 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
While (4.6) is always solvable, (4.7) will have a solution for arbitrary g- only if 
6/a # nr (4.8) 
for every positive integer n. Here a2 = E as before. We will in fact assume from 
now on that I7 has the property that 
PK --- 
a 
n7r > co 
for some positive c, and all p E Il with E > 0 and all n > 0. It can be seen that 
better estimates for (4.4) are possible in the case whereg, = 0. Since 10(y) = cy, 
this is precisely the condition that Q(g, h) = 0. The estimates which we will need 
for this problem are summarized in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. For each p = (K, C, /3) satisfying K >, 1, 0 < E < 1, 7 < /3 < 
+ - r) for some r) > 0, and (4.9), there is a bounded operator G(p): (I - Q)ZmK + 
YmK such that if w = G(p)(g, h) and j/(g, h)ll, < 1, then w satis$es 
I w In& < C/a, a I w,(., lb d C/6 
I q(., l)lm < CK”‘21a, I AN., 111, < ‘We, 
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where single bars denote sup norm without weights. Moreover, 
II w llm-4.2 < C(1 + A’-3. 
Here a2 = E, and the constants depend only on 7 and CO . 
Because of the second part of this lemma, we can treat L(B; p) G(p) as an 
operator taking (I - Q)ZmK to Zi-, . The error LG - I can be estimated in 
ZmK, however, using (4.3) and the first part of Lemma 4: 
LEMMA 5. For p as in Lemma 4, 0~ Yfe2 such that j( 0 (/Tn,2 < C, , and 
z E (I - Q)Z,,” we have 
Note that (I - Q)(LG - I)z = 0, so that (EG - l)z = c-r&G - I), and 
therefore 
11 t(e; p) G(p)z - z /im < ClK-1 II .Z llnl . 
We can now combine Corollary 2 with the above to obtain an inverse for E. 
For arbitrary z E Z,K we define Rr(B; p)s E Yi-, as 
Ryei P)Z = A-lpi P)Z, + G(p)3 
= w1+ 9 , 
where zr = Qz, z2 = (I - Q)z. To estimate the error LR1 - I, we first note 
that from the definition of A we have Ew, = zr + rr , where rr E (I - Q)ZTnK 
and 
Hence 
rl = (~w.~~, (~/3)wr,~~ 14 
On the other hand we have seen above that zw, = r2 + za , with r2 E QZ,K and 
Thus M(B; p) EE &RI is an operator on Z,,K = QZ,,K @(I - Q)ZTnK of the 
form 
(4.10) 
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with I/ Mi /I < C, , /I Ma 11 < &Ku-l for (0; p) satisfying the conditions that 
have been imposed. It follows that M has a bounded inverse on ZmK provided 
Ku < l/C& . Finally if we set 
R(0; p) = Rye; p) M(B; p)-l: 2,/-t Y,“_,,, , 
we have J% = I as an operator from .ZmK to Zz-, . 
In view of Lemma 4 we have the estimate 
II zqe; P)ll d cc1 + k’-w (4.11) 
provided Ku is sufficiently small. In order that a be uniformly bounded we 
impose the additional condition on II that 
a/h' < c, PEII. (4.12) 
Now k’K -+ 0 as K -+ co; therefore under this assumption, there exists K,, so 
that 
Ku < 1/(2C,C,) (4.13) 
for all p E n with K > K,, . But then (4.13) holds for all p E 17 for which 
a < 1/(2K&C,). 
We summarize these results in the following statement: 
PROPOSITION 6. Assume that I7 satisfies (4.9) and (4.12). Then there exist 6 
and Ed such that, if p E l7, 0 < E < cl , and (I B - tl*(p)ll,,, < 6, then z(k); p): 
YK m,2 --f ZVIK has a right inverse I?(& p): ZnlK -+ Ykl-1,2, and 
II W4 PJII G c. 
The inverse operator can be extended to E = 0; moreover, it defines an inverse 
for DJf: 
PROPOSITION 7. Let II, 6, c1 be us above, and let nl = {p E fl: F < Q}. 
Then for e E Y,,,(D,) such thut 11 e - e* lim.2 < 8, D,H: Y,&~J - z&h) 
has u right inverse R(8): Z&I,) - Ym--8,2(nl) of the form 
ww(p) = 4w; P) Z(P). 
Here a is the extension to l7, of the operator above. 
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5. PROOFS OF THE LEMMAS 
Proof of Lemma 3. For v > 0 the solutions of (4.5) are of the form e(y) = 
c sin uy, where 
v cot v = 1 - Bv2. 
On each interval (nn, (n + l)~), v -1 cot v - I+’ decreases from cc to -co, and 
therefore equals --/I at exactly one point vn in the interval. On (0, n) the function 
decreases from -4 to - co, as can be seen from the Laurent series about v = 0, 
and there is no root if #I < 8. For v = &, p > 0, e(y) = c sinh py, where 
p-l coth /A - P-a = j3. 
The function on the left decreases from 4 to 0 for 0 < p < 00 (see Zeidler 
[14, Lemma 31) so that the equation has a unique root provided 0 < j3 < 4. 
Next we introduce an operator whose eigenfunctions are the d’s On P’ = 
L,(O, 1) x R we define the operator .QZ by 
with 
D(d) = ((24, q) : u E H2(0, l), U(1) = q, u(0) = O}, 
where H2 is the Sobolev space. Then & is closed and densely defined, and 
J&‘[~* = -vn2tnnu, &8-N = p2e--. The identity 
C&u-, v”) = - .r ’ u,v, dy + u(1) v(l), (5.1) 0 
II*, a- E D(d), implies that & is symmetric with respect to ( , ). It also implies 
by the Schwarz inequality that 
(Jff~-, uu) < 0 unless u” = cy. (5.2) 
Now we set V’ = {u E V : (v, L) = 0} and show that ( , ) is positive 
definite on v’. First, from (5.2), we have (P- , r) < 0, so that 
I‘ ’ /e2 dy < ,19/-(1)~. ‘0 
The condition (u, q) E V’ implies 
q = I ul- dy//3t-( 1) 
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and therefore 




p = s I”#3L( 1)s < 1. 
<(u, q), (u, 4) > (1 - P) j”’ u2 4x 
from which it follows that 
(h n), (u> 4)) > c [ jol u2 d?, + q'] 
for some c > 0. 
The subspace V’ is invariant under &, and & IV’ is densely defined. In order 
to show that {C-,-} is a basis of I”, it suffices to show that (-Qz - u)-’ exists and 
is compact on I” for some (J > 0. The equation (& - u)u” = (f, q) is equivalent 
to 
u - au =f, 
u:- (1 + p+ = &, 
O<y<l 
y=l 
u = 0, y = 0, 
which is a Sturm-Liouville problem with no homogeneous solution provided 
(J # $. Thus solutions exist for arbitrary (f, q), and the compactness of the 
resolvent is a standard fact. 1 
Proof of Lemma 4. The problem (4.4) has a unique solution w E YE-s,2 for 
arbitrary (g, h) E ZmK provided (4.8) is satisfied. This can be seen by expanding 
g and h in Fourier series with respect to x, noting that the nth term of either 
series is O(C~). However, to obtain the desired estimates we expand with 
respect to the eigenfunctions of Lemma 3. With w, and w- as before, we have 
4% Y> = f w,(x) &,(Y> - w-w e(Y) 
T&=0 
= w+(x, y) - w-(x> f-(y), 
at least in L2(0, 1) for fixed x, provided the L’s are normalized so that 
(C,-, 4&y = 1, (t-, P-) = -1. 
(5.3) 
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Then 
I W)l G c, I4dl)l < Cd (5.4) 
and it suffices to estimate w, and w- . We assume that Q(g, h) = 0, and therefore 
W” = 0. 
Estimates for the problem (4.6) with weight function dn were obtained by 
Ter-Krikorov in [12, Theorem 6.41, by writing the solution in terms of the 
Green’s function; they imply 
1: % 11X($ < CT2 II g, IIX,K . 
In a similar manner one may obtain 
(5.5) 
and, integrating by parts in the usual way, 
iI w,,, 110 < c-n-” II gn Ill . (5.7) 
If we note that D23w, satisfies a problem of the type (4.6), it follows inductively 
from (5.5) and (5.7) that 
II w, L G e2 llg, /lt11 . (5.8) 
(Recall we assume m is even.) In the same way we have from (5.6) 
Clearly 
a II w,,, llm < e-l II g, lln, - (5.9) 
Ii g, LL < C Ilk, h)ll, , (5.10) 
and we can now estimate f4~+ and w+,,(., 1) using (5.4) and (5.8)-(5.10). The 
result is that 
!I w+ llm 7 a II ~fJ+,2(.7 l)ll, < c ll(g, h)ll, * (5.11) 
In order to estimate w+,~, we shall need an L2-estimate on w,,,, . From (4.6) 
it is easily found that 
I l u n,zm 1% G c I gn 1s * 
Differentiating the sum for w, and applying the Schwarz inequality, we have 
I ~W+,m(., l)& < c 1 I ~%,z, 13 . 
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Now let v(x) = (g(x, .), /3-%(x)) E I/; then 
1 &W = ce4, +9> + g-64” 
< C Ilk, h)ll: dn2x, 
and combining the last three inequalities we obtain 
E I w+.25(.3 l)lLZ G c Ilk, 4llo - (5.12) 
From (5.11) we also have 
a I W+,e(., l)lP d c /I(& wo ’ (5.13) 
In order to estimate w+,~ , we treat w+ as the solution of a Dirichlet problem 
W +=f, y=l 
EW+.,, + %,YY = g-b 
W - 0, t- y = 0, x = 0, x = K, 
with f(x) = w+(x, 1) and g+(x, y) = g(x, y) i g...(x) L(y). Expanding in the 
x-direction, we obtain the expression 
w+,Jx, 1) = 2 ujp(coth ajp)fj sinjpx 
j=l 
where 
+ 1’ 1” W, t, Y> g+(5, Y) dt 4 
0 0 
(5.14) 
f = C fj sin jpx, P = 4K 
G(x, t y) = & jgl $‘&%‘k sin jpx sin jpc. 
We estimate the first term in (5.14) by 
C c (1 + 4~) Ifj I < G (c (jfi)2)1’2 + @K--l (C U%)2)1’2 
< CK1’2(lfi 1~2 + a I fiz 1~9 
Q aP2+ Ilk Nllo 3 
using (5.12) and (5.13). 
In the second term of (5.14) we can rewrite G as Gr + G, with 
(Xx, S, Y) = $ f eajP(Y-l) sinjpx sinjpe 
3=1 
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and 
Thus the contribution of G, to (5.14) is bounded by Ca-l jj(g, h)jj, . The 
remaining part of G is 
G,(x, .$, y) = (2K)-‘[f’(f - x; r) - p(f + Xi r>l, 
where r = exp ~~p(y - 1) and P is the Poisson kernel 
P(x; T) = 1 + 2 Zri cos jpx. 
Consequently 
I G(x, .> ->lr < c, 
and the term in (5.14) corresponding to Gi is bounded by Ij(g, h)ll, . In summary, 
we have shown that 
sup I w+,y(., 111 d c~1’2a-1 ll(g, Qlo * 
Since D,b+ satisfies a similar boundary value problem, it follows that 
I w+,I/(*, l)lm < CIw+r-l Ilk, 4lm. 
Next we estimate w- using the formula 
w-(x) = SK G-(x, 6) g-(f) d.5, 
0 
G-(x, f) = (a2u sin c&)-l sin 05 sin u(x - L), 8 < x, 
where u = p/a. By assumption (4.9) 
I w-(4 < &-l Ilk, 4llo * 
(The constant here depends on 7, as well as Co , since we need a lower bound 
for p.) As before, 
a I Dw-(x)1 < Cc+ Ilk, 410 
I Dw-@)I d Ca-’ Ilk, h)ll~ 
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and by induction 
(5.15) 
The first three estimates of the lemma follow from the above. The fourth 
may be obtained from the first two by solving the top line of (4.4) for wy and 
integrating in x. 
For the last statement we need an estimate on w- which is bounded as a + 0. 
If we set 6w = w- - @g- , then 
4wm! + cL2(8w) = -Ep-*g-*ez ) 
and by (5.15), 
so that 
11 W-IImp < C(ak’-l + 1). 
Combining this with the estimate on w+ , we have 
11 w IImp < C@‘-’ + 1). 
It remains to show that 
II =J, L-3 + II %Y IL* G CW’-l + 1). 
In view of (5.3), it will suffice to show that /j w+,, 1j+s and I/ w+,,, IL4 are 
bounded. In fact, since w,.,, = g+ - EW+,,, , (5.11) implies that I/ w+,,, llm-2 <C. 
Finally, the identity 
applied to n = w+(x, .) shows that 11 w+,~ (lWL--2 < C. 1 
1 Proof of Lemma 5. From (4.3) and (4.4), (LG - 1)s = (0, r), where 
r = -pE2e,w, - jve,w, + (ee” - l)~, 
+ &e,(h) - (e-2tASo - 1)w 
+ 2ce-2W(Aw), 
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all evaluated at y = 1. The stated estimate can be shown for each term using 
Lemma 4 and the trivial observation that 
We verify this only for the fifth term, the others being more straightforward. 
Assume !I u” /,,1 < 1. Then 
Il(c2’*S, - 1)w ljTJL < C 11 ep2cAS, - 1 llrn j w :m < Ca-’ 11 e-2cAS, - 1 ‘I,,, 
,< Ca-l[ll e-2tA(S, - l)ll,,, + Ii ee2eh - 1 II,,,] 
< Cu-l[II S, - 1 lIw + !/ e-2ch - 1 Al,,,] 
< Ccl[C’2 + Cc] 
<cu. 1 
Proof qf Prop. 7. Let J: Yt,2 ---f Yi,2 be the operator [ Ju](x, y) = u(Kx, y); 
in the same way we can treat J as an operator on various other spaces. We will 
show that 
I?,( J-h; p) :z ]I?( J-h; p) J-l: 2,’ + Y,‘,-,,, 
has an extension to II, such that xJ depends continuously on (u; p) E Y,n,2 x Iii , 
where u is close to JO*(p). It then follows that w = ]-‘a,] is a right inverse for 
l for E = 0 as well as 6 > 0. It also follows that R(Qz and its (x, y)-derivatives 
are continuous in (x, y; p). Since we have already obtained a uniform bound on 
8, the proposition will be proved. 
First we note that, because of the smoothness of E, t,( J-k; p): Yi,,2 + Z,,l 
depends smoothly on (u, p) E YL,* x II1 , here E, = J-IL J. As a consequence, 
A;l( J-4; p): QZ,l ---f Y;,, is also smooth in (u; p) where defined. It is clear 
that for p E 17 with E > 0, G,(p): (I - Q)Z,,l -+ YiL,_,,a is a uniform sum of 
operators depending continuously on p, and is therefore also continuous. We 
now examine the limit E ---f 0. Givenp = (K, 0, /I) E II, let G(p): .ZnLK + Yc_,,, 
be the operator (g, h) t+ w” solving the problem 
0 w, - ZUO = h on y=l, 
w!/Y =g in W, (5.12) 
w” = 0 on y = 0. 
An argument like the proof of Lemma 4 shows that // G(p)11 < C. Kow let 
p’ = (K, c, /I), E > 0, and set w = G(p)(g, h). Then 6w = w - w’J satisfies 
(~4, - (64 = -Bwm! on y=l, 
W),, = -E‘%x in 9, 
SW = 0 on y = 0. 
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Since Q(w, pw) = 0, SW = --rG(p)(w,, , flw,,J. Hence 
Thus G(p’) --f G(p) in the space of linear operators (I - Q)Z7,LK -+ Yie4,a , as 
E + 0, uniformly in K, /3. It follows that G,(p): (I - Q)Zi -+ Yk,,a is 
continuous on D. 
We have now shown that aJ1(]-4; p): Z,l --f Yi-,,a , or Zk-* -+ Yk-s,a , 
depends continuously on (u; p), and it remains only to show that (M(]-k; p)-I),: 
-G&l -+ z;-* does so. From the construction of G and the estimates of Lemmas 4 
and 5, it is clear that M,: Z,l + Z,r is continuous for E > 0, and therefore 
so is (MJ)-l = (M-r), . On the other hand, writing M as in (4.10), we can 
express M-1 as a series with the form 
M-l = 
( 
I --MS - l MdWG 
0 I 1 + N> 
where jl N jl < Ca, N: ZmK -+ ZmK uniformly for p in a bounded subset of nl . 
Using our extension of G, we can extend M,: Z,K --+ 2:-h to E = 0 so that 
(MJ, is continuous. It then follows that (M-l),: ZmK -+ Zi-, has an extension 
depending continuously on (u; p) E Y&a x II,, and the proof of the proposition 
is complete. 1 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
It will be convenient to perform the iteration leading to the solution of 
H(0) = 0 in a space without weighted norms. Let Ymw(fll) be the space defined 
precisely as YJnl) except that for u E Ym”(Dr), D,*u is required to be a bounded 
continuous function on 9? x l7, , 01 < m, and the norm is 
for (x, y) E W, p E nr , and 01 < m. Yz,,(nr) and Z,w(fl,) are defined similarly. 
Now dtz has the property that 
I Da dn x j < C, dn x, 
with C, independent of K; therefore the operator 
w: Y,w(I&) + Ym,@,): u tt u dn x 
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is bounded. On the other hand, if 6 E Y,,a(17r) and u = W-18 = O/dn, it is 
easily seen by induction that 
i.e., W-1 is bounded. The same applies to Z,,w(ITI) and Z,(Ur). 
We can now work with the smooth function HW = W-IHW: Y,“,.JJll) -+ 
Zmw(IIr) rather than H. Let u* = W-V*; according to Prop. 7, the derivative 
DHW(u) has a right inverse RW(u) = W-lR(Wu)W: Zmw(17J + Yz-,,,(17,), 
provided 1 u - u* Im,a < 6,. Moreover u* was chosen so that H(u*) = 0 on 
E = 0, and therefore j H(u*)im is arbitrarily small if l 1 is sufficiently small. 
H has the further property that if j u jm,a < C and u E Yz++t,z(Z7J for some 
/ > 0, then 
I HWWIm+~ < Cdl u Im+t,z + 1). 
(See, e.g., [4, (A.5) and (A.l)].) 
We will use smoothing operators on Y,W(I7,) of the type introduced by Nash. 
Let 9 E Cm(R) be such that the Fourier transform $ is 1 near x = 0 and of 
compact support. For t 3 1 and u E Y&(IIr) we set 
(s(t)u)(x, y; p) = t j-, #(t(x - 4) 4x’> Y; $1 dx’. 
Then s(t)u E Yza(I;I,) for any r, and 
I S(t)u I TfS.2 d as I u IT,2 
I u - SW 17.2 < Ct-" I u ITfS.2 9 
Y, s > 0. (See, e.g., [lo, pp. 38-391.) 
Following Moser [9], we now construct a sequence u, approximating the 
solution. Let u, = u*, and for n > 0, 
where 
%+1 = un + S(tn+1hI , 
V, = --RW(u,) HW(u,) 
and (tn} is a sequence defined by t, > 1, t,+l = ti’“. The proof of Theorem 1 
of [9] shows that, if HW(u*) is sufficiently small, then u, converges in Y,“,2(nI) 
to a solution of HW = 0. Moreover, since HW(u*) = 0 on E = 0, u, = u* on 
E = 0 for each n, and the same is true for the limit function. We summarize 
thZs result: 
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PROPOSITION 8. If ll7 satisfies (4.9) and (4.12), II, = II n {c < cr}, and cl 
is sz@ciently small, then there exists B E Yw,,2(17,) such that H(B) = 0 and fl = tl* 
for E = 0. 
To prove Theorem 1 we must choose /3 in terms of K and E so that condition 
(2.7) is satisfied. Assuming that a set Z is given satisfying (2.17) and (2.18) we 
first define an appropriate II’ so that the choice can be made. Let 
Here /3r is a constant to be specified later and S is small enough so that p,, > S 
and & + S < Q. We verify that 17 satisfies (4.9) provided l s is sufficiently small. 
By assumption 
for each n and (K, E) E z‘ and some c,, ; here p,, is the eigenvalue p at fl = PO .
The restriction on p implies 1 p - pLo 1 < CE, so that 
K I P - p. I/u < CKa. 
Now by an argument like that preceding Prop. 6, CKa < co for (K, e) E II if 
l a is small enough. Therefore 
IWl4 - cm I > co 
forpEI7. 
Applying Prop. 8 to I7, we have a solution O(.; p) of H(B) = 0 on I7r ; given 
(K, 6) E Z we wish to choose /I so that (K, E, p) E 17 and (2.7) holds. This 
condition can be stated as 
where 
B = PoviM)2, (6.1) 
9l = K-l 1” e-GA dx, 
0 
-02 = K-1 lK LX e-2fA dy dx. 
To estimate I $r - 1 I, we note that 
1 e-cA - 1 I < 3~ I X 1 < ~E[C dn x + 1 y 11 
if E < l/sup I /\ I. Thus 
I 4 - 1 1 < 3GlK + I Y Il. (6.2) 
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Here C, is independent of p but depends on l7. Now A(x, y; p) is uniformly 
continuous where K < C, and x < C, ; since X = (1 - 3/3)7 when E = 0, 
we have for E sufficiently small and K < C, , 
’ h(x, y; K, E, ,B) - (1 - 38) 7(x; K)~ < 1. 
Consequently we can estimate 
where 1 7 I0 = SUP(,:~) / T(X; K)~, while from (6.2), 
IS;, - 1 i < 34 y I + l), K 3 C, . 
In any case, we have 
where C, is a universal constant. Estimating 3s similarly, we obtain 
~(9py - 1 I < br, 
where b is a universal constant. Thus if & above is chosen so that /I1 > b/3, , 
there is a solution of (6.1) satisfying / ,8 - &, / < /3ie for E sufficiently small. 
Finally, with /I chosen as a function of (K, c) as above, we can treat 0 and h as 
functions on 9 X Zi , for some ei, satisfying (ii) of Theorem 1. Because of 
Prop. 8, assertions (i) and (iii) hold for DzD?e if cyl < 2 and i~i + cys < m + 2. 
However, the other derivatives of 0 and h of order <m + 2 may be expressed 
in terms of these using (2.11). Thus the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Our formulation here will be the same as in Section 3 except that the parameter 
/3 does not occur and we require that 4 be differentiable with respect to E. Let 
Z = (p = (K, c) : K > Kl, 0 < E < l}, 
where Ki > K(2-‘/“). As in (3.2) we define 
F = (F1, F2): I’;,, x Z--f Z?;, 
bY 
F,(e, k PI = EeTZ + 4, 
F&f A; p) := [e, - c3%(e, 6)],=1 . 
(7.1) 
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Then F is C”, and $‘, defined by (3.3), is also. Now with M, j, and Yi,j as before, 
let Y,,,,,(Z) be the space of functions 8: 9 x Z --+ R such that D:DzDzB is 
continuous for a?l + 01~ < m + j, o(a < j, and 01s < N, 0(-; p) E Y$ ; and the 
norm 
I! 0 ilm.j.N = sup I DW,‘D?Q, Y; p)l/d+; 4 
is finite. Ifj = 2, we require 8 = 0 ony = 0. Spaces YL,j,N(Z), X,,,(Z), and 
z are defined correspondingly. The operator A is bounded from Y,,e,N to 
Y x;,,,(Z). Finally, if we define 
by (3.5) and 8* as before with fi = 0, we have H(B*) = 0 on E = 0. 
We now proceed to construct an inverse for D,H. To approximate the inverse 
we use solutions of the problem 
WY -w=h on y=l 
-ET + WYU = g in W (7.2) 
w=o on y = 0. 
We can estimate w using the eigenfunctions 8&y) of (4.5) with /3 = 0. In 
this case we again have us = 0, but all other eigenvalues are negative. The 
Z$‘S form an orthogonal basis of P(0, l), and if 
%W = J*’ 4x, Y) 4%(Y) dY, 
0 
g&4 = j-’ g@, Y) 4~) d., 
we have 
-&XZ - vnaw, = g, - &(l)h 
wn(0) = w,(K) = 0. 
In place of Lemmas 4 and 5 we have the following: 
LEMMA 9. For 0 < E < 1 and K 3 1 there is a bounded operator G(K, c): 
(1 - Q)&nK - YmK such that, if w = G(K, <)(g, h), then w satisfies (7.2). Ij 
ll(g, 4 < 1, then 
where C is independent of (K, c). 
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LEMMA 10. For p = (K, c) as above, 6 E Y&, , I/ 0 llms2 < co , and 
x E (I - Q)Znf, we huwe 
The first estimate of Lemma 9 is proved as in Lemma 4, and the second 
follows from the fact that w, = w + h on y = 1. Next, we have wyy = 
g - EW,, E q-z ; from this and the facts that wy(., 1) E YVIK, w(., 0) = 0, we 
can conclude that w, E Y$-a and the last estimate of the lemma holds. Lemma 10 
follows from the first two estimates as in Lemma 5. 
If we now define Rr(B; p) and M(B; p) just as before, we find that M is of the 
form (4.10) with ilZi and Me uniformly bounded. Therefore 
R(e; p) = Rye; p) M(B; p>-‘: Z,/ + Y,“_, 
is a right inverse for L(t9; p), uniformly bounded in norm, for 0 E Yg,s near 
8*(p) and E > 0 sufficiently small. This inverse can be extended to E = 0 and 
provides us with an inverse for D,H: 
LEMMA 11. There exist 6 > 0 and cl > 0 so that if & = z n {p : E d cl}, 
then D,H: y-n,,,,&c,) - Zm,, (Z;) has a right inverse R(B): Zm,N(L71) + 
Yni--o,p,,v(Z;) of theform 
provided !/ 8 - 0* /I < 6 in YwL,2,0(L’l). H ere (T > 0 is a number depending only 
on N. 
Proof. As in Prop. 7, it is enough to show that Dpg,( J-lu; p): Z,l -+ 
Y&-,,e is defined and depends continuously on (u; p) E YA,s,,, x Z; , u near 
Je*(p). Here J: Y$.2 --) Y,&2 as before. First we consider the dependence of G 
on E. We define G(K, 0): (I - Q)Z,” -+ Y,x n Y2-z,z to be the operator 
(g, h) I+ w” of (5.12). For fixed K, G is then continuous in E >, 0; in fact, 
arguing as in Prop. 7, we obtain the estimate 
jl G(K, + - C(K, 6’)~ llm--2 < C I E - E’ i /I z Ilm (7.3) 
for E, E’ 2 0. Moreover, the proof of Lemma 5 in [2] shows that G(K, .) is 
differentiable as a map 
G(K, .): [O, 1) --((I - Q)Z,” : Y,“_, n Y:K_s,a) 
and 
D,G = -G(DrZ , 0)G. 
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It follows inductively that higher e-derivatives exist with further decrease in 
x-differentiability. Since G,(K, l ) = G( 1, PC), D,jG, depends continuously on 
(K, l ) in appropriate norms. 
Because A-r was a bounded inverse, (A-l), depends smoothly on (u; p). It 
follows from this and the properties of G that Dp@(J-k; P)~ and DpM(]-lu; P)~ 
exist and are continuous in (u; p) with decrease in x-differentiability. In parti- 
cular, M(J-4; p): ZwlK + ZzP4 is differentiable with respect to E. The continuous 
dependence of MJ implies the same for (M-l), . 
It remains to show that My1 can be differentiated with respect to E. With u 
and K fixed, it follows from (7.3) that 
We now show that M(E)-1: Z,,” -+ Zi-, is differentiable at c = q, . First we write 
M-l = (MO + (M - MO))-1 = (1 + A)-Vkql, 
where M = M(E), M, = M(E,,), and d = M$(M - M,). Using the identity 
(1 + A)-’ = 1 - d + P(l + A)-1 
we have 
M-l z M,-l - d M;l+ A’( 1 + A)-lM;? 
Because of (7.4), the last term is O((E - ~)a) in L(Z1,F: Z&J. Therefore, 
D,M-l LO = -M&M I,=,,>M~ . 
It follows inductively that higher E-derivatives of M-l exist, and DEeMi depends 
continuously on (u; p) in an appropriate norm. Since i? = RlM-i, this completes 
the proof. 1 
In the iteration of Section 6 we used 8” as the first approximation to the 
exact solution. Here we will need a better approximation, since D,jH(B*) may 
not be small for E small, j > 0. 
LEMMA 12. There exists BN E Ynl,2,N(ZJ such that DjH(eN) = 0 for E = 0, 
0 <,i <N. 
Proof. We will choose BN to be a polynomial in E of degree N with coefficients 
in Y,,,,,(&), independent of E: 
eN = e, + Eel + ... + peN . 
First we take 0, = 0*. If H is written as in (3.5), it is clear that D,jH(B) is a sum 
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of terms, each of which is a derivative of P applied to an E-derivative of 8, or 
to an E-derivative of /l applied to an e-derivative of 0. The only term in which 
D,iB appears is E(e(p); p) D,j8(p). Th us we may solve for 0, = (j!)-l D,j0 jr+ 
successively, using 8, so that the conditions are satisfied. Since 8* E Yn,+&Z1) 
for every s, ~9~ E Y,,,,(Zi). 1 
It follows from Lemma 12 that H(P) is arbitrarily small in Z,,,,(Z;) provided 
pi is sufficiently small. Letting u0 = W-ION, we can now iterate as in Section 6 
and obtain a solution fl E Ym,2,N(Zi) of H(8) = 0 such that ~9 = 8* for E == 0. 
As in Section 6, D,jD”,1D*,zB is continuous in (x, y; K, E) for j < N and (Ye + 
01~ < m -1 2, and the same for h = fl0 $- y. We have now verified (i)-(iii) of 
Theorem 2. 
Now suppose we choose a sequence K, ---, co and set 
According to the remarks at the beginning of Section 6, DrjD2D>un is uniformly 
bounded for 01~ + 01~ < m + 2, j < N. Therefore by Ascoli’s Theorem, there 
is a subsequence on which D,jD’$D?u, converges to D,~D~D~u for some u, 
uniformly in (x, y; C) for x in a bounded interval, provided 0~~ + czl < m + 1, 
j < N - 1. Furthermore dn(x; K) + sech x as K -+ co, uniformly for x in 
a bounded interval, and similarly for the derivatives. Thus if we let 
0(x, y; co, l ) = u(x, y; 6) sech x 
we have 
DciD;D:O(x, y; K, , c) + D,‘D~D~fl(x, y; co, 6) 
on a subsequence, uniformly for x in a bounded interval, where 01~ + 01~ < m + 1, 
j < N - 1. Moreover, 
1 D’DzD:B(x, y; 00, .s)/ < Ce+l. (75) 
For E = 0, we have 
0(x, y; 00, 0) = iyD,(sech” x). (7.6) 
Similarly & converges in the same way on a subsequence of (K,} to a limit 
X0(x, y; co, C) with exponential decay as in (7.5). Finally, as K--f co, 
Iim y(K) = lim T(K; K) = 4/9. 
If we set h(.; co, C) = h”(.; 00, l ) + 419, we now have a solution of (2.10)-(2.13) 
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such that 13 -+ 0 and X - 4/9 -+ 0 exponentially as 1 x i---f a~ To complete the 
proof of Theorem 2, it only remains to show that this limit is independent of 
the sequence {K,}. This follows for E sufficiently small from the lemma below. 
LEMMA 13. Suppose 0(x, y; CO, c) and A(x, y; 00, c) satisfy (2.10)-(2.13) and 
th.e following properties: D2D20 and D$D$h are continuous; LYE $ 01~ < m + 1; 
6(.; 0) is given by (7.6); and 
1 DpD:O(x, y; CO, E)I < Ce-l”l 
1 h(x, y; 00, E) - % ! d Ce+l. 
If 8’ and A’ satisfy the same conditions and 
sup e”’ 1 DzD:(e - el)l 
is suficiently small, then 8’ = e and h’ = A. 
Proof. In [2] we obtained a solution of a problem similar to the above 
in spaces of functions analytic with respect to X. The only differences were 
that 0 = 30, sech2(3x/2) at E = 0 and h -+ 1 as 1 x j -+ co. It is easy to check 
that if 8, h solve the problem above, then 
e-(x, y; c) = (Q)S 8(3x/2, y; CO, Cl 
h-(x, y; e) = ($)” h(3x/2, y; co, E) 
solve the problem of [2]. Th us it is sufficient to verify uniqueness for the latter. 
The problem of [2] can be formulated in spaces like the ones used in this 
paper, using the weight function elrl. In this case the right inverse a(& e) has 
no null vectors; this is shown in Section 2, part (i), of [2]. Consequently, l? is 
also a left inverse of 1. The uniqueness statement now follows from Theorem 2 
of PI* I 
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